Drop-in compatible entanglement for optical-fiber networks.
A growing number of quantum communication protocols require entanglement distribution among remote parties, which is best accomplished by exploiting the mature technology and extensive infrastructure of low-loss optical fiber. For this reason, a practical source of entangled photons must be drop-in compatible with optical fiber networks. Here we demonstrate such a source for the first time, in which the nonlinearity of standard single-mode fiber is utilized to yield entangled photon pairs in the 1310-nm O-band. Using an ultra-stable design, we produce polarization entanglement with 98.0% +/- 0.5% fidelity to a maximally entangled state as characterized via coincidence-basis tomography. To demonstrate the source's drop-in capability, we transmit one photon from each entangled pair through a telecommunications-grade optical amplifier set to boost classical 1550-nm (C-band) communication signals. We verify that the photon pairs experience no measurable decoherence upon passing through the active amplifier (the output state's fidelity with a maximally entangled state is 98.4% +/- 1.4%).